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you, open yourself to receive that force in its place.

*

The Mother’s help and mine are always there for you. You have
only to turn fully towards it and it will act on you.

What has come across is these wrong ideas about your un-
fitness, about bad things in you that prevent you from receiving
the Mother’s grace, about the lack of aspiration which prevents
you from having realisation and experience. These thoughts are
quite wrong and untrue — they are not even your own thoughts,
they are suggestions thrown on you just as they are thrown on
the other sadhaks and intended to produce depression. There
is no unfitness, no bad thing inside that comes across, no lack
of aspiration causing the cessation of experience. It is the de-
pression, the self-distrust, the readiness to despair which are the
only cause; there is no other. To all sadhaks, as I wrote to you,
even to the best and strongest there come interruptions in the
flow of the sadhana; that is not a cause for thinking oneself unfit
and wanting to go away with the idea that there is no hope. A
little quietude would bring back the flow. You were having the
necessary experiences, the necessary progress and it was only a
coming forward of some difficulties of the physical conscious-
ness that stopped them for a time. That happens to all and is not
particular to you, as I explained to you. These difficulties always
come and have to be overcome. Once overcome by the working
of the Force, the sadhana goes on as before. But you began to
entertain this wrong idea of unfitness and lack of aspiration as
the cause and got entirely depressed. You must shake all that
off and refuse to believe in the thought-suggestions that come to
you. No sadhak ought ever to indulge thoughts of unfitness and
hopelessness — they are quite irrelevant because it is not one’s
personal fitness and worthiness that makes one succeed, but the
Mother’s grace and power and the consent of the soul to her
grace and the workings of her Force.

Turn from these dark thoughts and look to the Mother
only, not with impatience for the result and desire, but with
trust and confidence and let her workings bring you quietude


